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Abstract: This article provides information on the management of human consciousness today through manipulation, the pros and cons 

of manipulation, the types of manipulation that occur in human life, and the factors that lead to manipulation.         
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Modernized person, he can be a primary manipulator in any 

case. The number of manipulators is countless. We all are 

manipulators and we use various ways in order to reach our 

goals. 

         Current situations are the obvious version of 

manipulation. However, it is not about the manipulating 

individually, it is about effecting to nations and communities 

mind. People are being manipulated easily but the negative 

cultures and concepts which are quite apposite their real ones. 

Here the problem is; some people in community are un aware 

of the information they get, even they never consider about the 

data which it true or false. Accepting information is easier than 

evaluating, critical thinking. Those are the main part of 

supporting data. Modern manipulator never stops on anywhere 

but it always on the go, always getting better. It is curios about 

knowing human nature but more crucially its any aim is 

controlling people better than other minor influences. It is fact 

that people were not       born as a manipulator but also as time 

passes he or she becomes manipulator gradually. Nowadays we 

don't pay attention manipulation since it`s our one crucial part 

of our qualities life. They surrender us like sand but we never 

aware of them even we never think about them. The reality of 

the manipulation is that manipulator hides his own purpose. 

Many resources show that there are many examples of 

manipulation. One of the closest instances can be that the word 

"manipulation" co mess from lotion (maniples- a hand of, 

manus- a hand) which means controlling people in a nimble 

way. The complete description of manipulation is written in 

article by E.L.Dotsenko named "the psychological effect of 

manipulation concept". Manipulation is the one way of getting 

benefit by other people's actions in secret way. So, manipulation 

is considered as amyl affects to one and control one. 

       The process of manipulation consists of 2 opposite sides: 

the one who does manipulation- what is exact the subject and 

an object of manipulation. The subject of manipulation is also 

called manipulator. The object of manipulation is an individual 

or the mind of public. Some psychologists, particularly S.Kara 

Murza supports the idea of manipulation is the one way of Mass 

Media which is the tool that “brain wastes brain”, “psychic 

terror” and he agrees to west and American scientists opinion.  

 To operate manipulation mechanism people create 

artificial reality and at that moment Mass Media gives hand to 

manipulator. Here is the meaning is Mass Media  gives ready 

conclusions  as an information, as time passes these suggestions 

are swapped  by people gradually. People who do actions and 

situations never feel old or eccentric while they are acting since 

they have already had the adaptation to those things voluntarily. 

It needs to be mentioned that, as a help of Mass Media 

manipulative concepts are being spread. 

 Psychological potential manipulation victims find thee 

several types of people. It consists of 5 kinds: 

First type: this type people live safe and in harmony they are 

dominant with their logical and mental thinking.  Those people 

are controlled with daily expanses.  
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Second type: this type of people make living with stress and 

anxiety, dominant in thinking, utopian, in safe but cautions, but 

they are good at risking. 

Third type: This kind of people is more likely to think 

logically, prefers facts and characteristic and wants to explain 

all things in on intellectual way. These verses of people are 

honesty controlled by those feelings. 

The fourth type: These types of people are described as an 

animal kind characteristic since they only live their lives for 

eating, sleeping and having sex. These people are very naïve 

they easily manipulated by their favorite habits. 

The fifth kind: these are who has psychological disorder, 

mental problems and doesn’t know how to solve or accept 

problems. They are manipulated by threat or extreme pain. 

By surprise clarity, the manipulators choose their victim and 

control their mind.  

conclusion 

social life of community is effected by psychological processes 

and situations, emotions, feelings and also manipulations. As 

community develops, human instinct also improves. With the 

some way manipulative concepts are also progressing. The 

meaning of or life is that, modernized person loses the true way 

of controlling himself and thinking about his own future.  Some 

of the manipulations can damage manipulators and their 

beloved ones. Some manipulations are really harmful that they 

hide person’s pain and suffering. Day by day people are being 

tricked by the manipulations. So we should be aware of the fact 

that information firstly should be analyses mentally rather than 

emotionally. We need to pay attention to every piece of date we 

get. 
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